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Self-proclaimed inventor Viktor Petrik claims that he first discovered how to produce the
unique material that won two Russian-born physicists the Nobel Prize this week.

Andrei Geim and Konstantin Novoselov, who live in Britain, received the prize for their work
on graphene, which scientists say can revolutionize electronics and has a range of other
possible applications.

But Petrik said he described the method to produce the graphene used by Geim and Novoselov
long before they began their own research in the field in 2004.

He stopped short of accusing them of plagiarism, claiming only that he was first to develop
the method.

Petrik also conceded that he was not familiar with the duo's further experiments with the
material, which also were cited by the Nobel Prize Committee as the reason for the award.
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Petrik made his claim in an interview published late Wednesday on the web site of United
Russia, whose senior officials back his controversial inventions.

He appeared to be mainly targeting his chief nemesis, the Russian Academy of Sciences,
which dismissed his inventions earlier this year as having nothing to do with science.

Petrik said his work on graphene received no publicity in the scientific community because of
his status of a maverick, which has led the academy to refuse to publish his articles in
professional journals.

“I think the current events are a disgraceful episode in the history of the Russian Academy of
Sciences,” Petrik said.

Geim and Novoselov have not commented on Petrik's remarks. But Geim has declined a
proposal to work in the Kremlin's innovation hub in Skolkovo.

The term “graphene” was introduced in 1987, but Geim and Novoselov are recognized as the
first to actually produce the material. They beat rival researchers to the invention by mere
months, and a number of alternative methods to produce graphene have been developed
since.
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